
washing machines

Safe and efficient  
– for the fire brigade





A few years ago we adapted our traditional dishwashers for the Fire Brigade.  
Firefighters are exposed to an increased risk for certain cancers. Through 
better routines, professional washing machines and good logistics in the 
washroom the contact with the hazardous particles trapped in the clothing 
and fire equipment at a fire action is minimized.  

Our PPE washers (Personal Protective Equipment) are available in four diffe-
rent sizes for different needs, with additional benches and baskets for  perfect 
logistic in  the washing area.
The machines wash complete fire-fighting packs directly from the field and 
fine clean dismantled equipment and other PPE items with perfect results. 

Our dishwashers are produced in Sweden, have a robust construction and all 
components are of high quality.

 

Every installation  
should be a good 
reference.

A functional stainless steel design that delivers  
sustainability and a long service life.

Servicing is normally carried out from the front of the 
machines. Components can be accessed more easily,  
making servicing quicker.

We think about the person! Improved ergonomics, e.g. 
through Autostart, with automatic opening and closing  
of the hood, reduces repetitive strain injuries and makes  
the washing process considerably easier. 

Adjustable washing times for flexible handling of items.

We are continuously working to develop new solutions  
in order to save even more water and energy and further 
reduce the need for chemicals.

Wexiödisk is a Swedish company and has produced 
washing machines for professional kitchens, restaurants, 
schools and hospitals since 1972. 



If you want a reliable and efficient undercounter dishwasher, then WD-4S 
is a smart choice. The WD-4S washes small details like masks and hoses 
quick and easy. 

HIGH-QUALITY SWEDISH DESIGN
The WD-4S PPE washer has a clean design in stainless steel with limit-
ed details and smooth, rounded corners for optimal hygiene and wash-
ing result. Furthermore, the door can be placed in a hygienic position 
that prevents the growth of bacteria when the machine is not in use. 
The washer is very easy to use and has many good features, for example, 
a simple push of a button allows you to easily change the water when 
needed. The washer has a low noise level which results in a good working 
environment. The stainless steel wash arms have individually positioned 
nozzles. This allows coverage and cleaning of every millimeter of the was-
hed items. The automatic control of water temperature as well as automa-
tic cleaning ensures a high standard of hygiene. 
 
MORE FEATURES 
The inbuilt drain pump ensures that all of the water is emptied regardless 
of the machines position. The water temperature and water quantity are 
controlled automatically and the work is simplified through inbuilt dosing 
of both detergent and drying agents. There is no need to keep bulky do-
sing equipment next to the machine. The back flow protection prevents the 
back-flow of dirty water into the mains water system. 

WD-4S, PPE 

– small but efficient
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also available with a lockable 
cabinet

the door can be placed in a hygiene 
position that prevents the  

growth of bacteria



lifetime guarantee for the main pipe

clean, simple and functional  
design in stainless steel

specially designed washing arms  
clean every millimetre of  

the dishware

 stainless steel side plates  
are included, enabling wd-4s  

to be completely freestanding

 self-explanatory and angled  
touch display in tempered glass.  
the display also works if you are  

wearing gloves or have wet hands

only one push of a button 
to change water
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CAPACITY
Masks and dismantled PPE equipment, hoses etc.  

WASHING CYCLES
3 st programmes: Adjustable between 1 - 9 minutes 

> 

> 

EXTRA EQUIPMENT
Bottom frame with guide rails for 3 baskets and locka-
ble cabinet for detergent and drying agent. 

> 
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washing time up to 25 minutes 
with two intermediate rinses 

and one final rinse

the hood is angled upwards at the back so  
that the steam discharges at the back of  

the machine rather than out into the room

  the rinse nozzles on the  
stainless steel washing arms are  

concave to  
prevent blockages

large washing tank and efficient 
filters keep the washing water 

clean for longer time

energy saving heat and sound  
insulating double skinned hood

easy servicing – the machine can  
be serviced from the front

high levels of hygiene with an  
automatic cleaning programme

easy to switch between heavy  
and normal soiled ppe-items 

through the adjustable  
water pressure  



FABRIKENWD-8, PPE

WD-8 PPE is a reliable hood washer suitable for small and 
medium sized washing areas. These machines focus on the 
user, with several technical features that make for a better 
working environment. With WD-8 you get ease of use, ex-
cellent ergonomics, high levels of hygiene, easy servicing 
and, last but not least, optimum washing results. Three dif-
ferent baskets are included in the delivery and with a easy 
movement you change the water pressure between heavy 
and normal soiled PPE-items. It is an advantage to separate 
the masks and tubes when washing.

STRONG AND UNIQUE
The WD-8 washer has a robust design in stainless ste-
el with components that guarantee a durable and re-
liable operation for many years. The double-skinned 
hood saves energy and gives better sound insulation. 
The working environment is improved through the uni-
que hood concept where the hood is angled upwards 
at the back so that the steam discharges at the back of  
the machine rather than out into the room.
High levels of hygiene is achieved through the automatic 
cleaning program and guaranteed rinse temperature. The 
WD-8 is also equipped with an extra deep tank which pro-
tects against foaming and the selfdrained wash pump and 
washer arms ensure a perfect washing result. The inbuilt  
dosing pump togheter with the easy servicing are other uni-
que advantages. 

OPTIONS
• The panel placed on the left side
• Detergent pump for liquid detergent 

Unique 
– with a washing time up to 25 minutes, two 
intermediate rinses  and one final rinse
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WASHING TIME
3 programmes, adjustable up to 25 minutes washing 
time with 2 intermediate rinses and 1 final rinse. The 
wash and rinse times and temperatures for all program-
mes are adjustable. (max 25 min washing time)

CAPACITY
1 fire fighting pack (in stainless steel basket). Masks and smaller  
PPE-items (in plastic basket and 8-compartment basket)

> 

> 
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Flexibility
and high capacity?

THE WASHING MACHINE WITH DOUBLE FUNCTION
WD-12 PPE is a through-feed machine with an extra lar-
ge washing compartment. The through-feed offers a good 
working environment with favourable ergonomics and ef-
fective logistics in the washing room. WD-12 has space for 
two plastic baskets or one stainless steel basket. Thanks 
to the adjustable water pressure the machine is easily 
switched between normal and heavily soiled PPE-items.
Automatic hood lift is standard. 

HEAVY DUTY CLEANING
The WD-12 machine as a specially designed stainless ste-
el basket that handles two complete sets of fire fighting 
packs in each cycle. On the foldable rack you place the 
plastic baskets when washing the smaller PPE-items like 
hoses etc.  
The system can be supplemented with conveyor belts, 
which reduces lifting and increases capacity significant-
ly, while at the same time they can be easily split into 
compartments for contaminated and clean items.
 
NORMAL CLEANING
The WD-12 has an extra large washing volume of no less 
than 1,158 x 565 x 600 mm, which gives the machine un-
beatable washing capacity for cleaning complete masks, 
parts and other PPE items. It is an advantage to separate 
the masks and tubes when washing.

 

– why choose!

easy to switch between 
heavy duty washing and  

normal washing.

extraordinary washing results with 
dual pumps and rinse system

large washing tank and efficient 
filters keep the washing water 

clean for longer and allow for 
more washes without changing 

the water

WASHING TIME
3 programmes, adjustable up to 25 minutes with 2  
intermediate rinses and 1 final rinse. 
Wash and rinse times and temperatures are adjustable 
for all programmes (maximum 25 min washing time)

CAPACITY
2 sets of fire fighting packs/cycle in stainless steel basket  
(heavy duty cleaning). PPE-items like masks are washed in the  
plastic basket. (normal cleaning)

> 

> 
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Deep, effective filters keep 
the washing water clean 

during long sessions, which 
also helps ensure optimum 

washing results. 
Easy to clean.

The adjustable water pressure is 
one of a number of innovative solu-

tions. The machine is quickly and 
easily switched between potwash 

and normal wash. 

 hood automation  
is standard on wd-12  

and reduces the risk of  
strain injuries 

the hood design causes the steam 
to discharge at the back of the 

machine rather than out into  
the room

specially designed  
stainless steel basket 

with room for two fire 
fighting packs. 

easy servicing – the machine can 
be serviced from the front

feeding bench from the dirty to the 
clean side ensures better hygiene 
and more efficient logistics in the 

washing room

lower the rack  
when washing smaller parts 

in the plastic baskets 



WD-100, PPE BARRIER

THROUGH-FEED FOR AN EFFICIENT FLOW
WD-100 PPE BARRIER is a through-feed washer, a model for simpli-
fied logistics and improved ergonomics and hygiene. You avoid heavy 
lifting and it gives you a clean and a dirty side in the washing room. 
While one cassette is being washed you can prepare the next one, 
thereby reducing the time taken to switch them. This increases over-
all capacity and creates an efficient flow in the washing area.

SMART ACCESSORIES FOR IMPROVED ERGONOMICS  
AND ECONOMICS
WD-100GR is equipped with ECO-FLOW, which recovers energy 
from the previous wash cycle to reuse in the next wash cycle. Drier 
air is sucked into the machine and the equipment dry far more quickly 
and effectively. Since the steam is condensed, the working environ-
ment is improved. The heat recovery system means that the machine 
only consumes cold water during operation.
WD-100GR now features a new loading table and refined cassette 
design, which further simplifies handling with improved logistics and 
a lower stacking height. 
 
OPTIONS FOR YOU FLEXIBILITY
The panel is normally placed on the left side on the machine but can 
be placed on the right side as an option, depending on the installation 
layout. The system can easily be built-out with extension benches and 
connection paths in lengths from 180-840 mm. The stainless steel 
baskets can be adjusted to the different brands of the fire fighting 
packs.

It is an advantage to separate the masks and tubes when washing.

– the machine with large capacity
Barrier

loading table is inclu-
ded in the delivery

complete washing system with  
loading table and trolley
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WASHING TIME
6 programmes, adjustable up to 20 minutes. 
Wash and rinse times and temperatures are adjustable 
for all programmes (maximum 20 min washing time)

CAPACITY
2 sets of fire fighting packs/cycle in each stainless steel basket  
alternatively 3 masks and other PPE-details. 

> 

> 



WD-100, PPE BARRIER

Barrier

trolley for unloading and 
transporting cassettes

easy servicing – can be 
serviced from the front 

or the side

effective washing  
and high capacity with  

double rinse system

through-feed machine for good hygiene 
and ergonomics with one clean  

and one dirty side 

11
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WD-4S, PPE  

TECHNICAL DATA BASIC & GLASS MODEL WD-4S

Wash pump (kW) 0.75

Booster heater (kW) (400V / 230V) 4.2/2.8

Tank heater (kW) 1.4

Drain pump (kW) 0.04

Booster poump (kW) * 0.37

Tank volume (litres) 20

Heat recovery fan (kW) ** 0.01

Weight, machine in operation (kg) 85

Enclosure class (IP) 44

* Only in combination with breaktank
** Option on some markets

CAPACITY AND OPERATING DATA WD-4S

Basket size (mm) 500x500

3 wash programmes, total washing time (min.) ** 9

Water consumption rinse/programme (litres) 2.4

Sound level (dB(A)) 61

Maximum surface temperature at a room temperature of 20ºC 35

* Hot water connection 45 - 55 °C. With cold water connection or condensing unit the capacity is lowered.
** Factory setting. The wash time is adjustable.

CONNECTION, MACHINE WD-4S

Total connected power (kW) (400V 3N~) 4.95/7.65*

Total connected power (kW) (230V 1N~) 3.55

Main fuse (400V 3N~ (A)) ** 10/16

Main fuse (230V 3N~ (A)) 16

Connection cable, area 400V 3N~ (L1-L3, N, PE) Cu (mm2) *** 2.5

*     Cold water connection 
**   Other voltage on request 
*** 2 meter cable is included 

WATER, DRAIN AND VENTILATION CONNECTIONS WD-4S

Water quality, hardness (°dH) 2-7

Hot water connection (45-55 °C) (external thread) as standard R ¾”
Drain connection, hose 2 meter, of which 1.3 meters outside the machine (ø mm) 22

Water capacity, pressure (kPa) 20

Water capacity, flow (litres/min) 5

Floor drain (litres/sec.) 1

Heat load to room (total, sensible, latent) (kW) 1.7 / 1.2 / 0.5

SIZE AND WEIGHT FOR TRANSPORTATION WD-4S

Size (LxWxH) (mm) incl. packaging 700x760x1000

Weight of machine (kg), including packaging 85
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01. Vattenanslutning utvändig gänga R3/4”

02. Avloppsanslutning, PP slang Ø 22 mm, längd 2 m

03. Elanslutning kabel längd 2 m

04. Backventil

 01

 04

 02

 01

 03 03
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8

01. Water connection, external thread, R3/4”.

02. Drain connection, PP pipe, Ø 22mm, length 2m

03. Electrical connection cable, length 2m

04. Non-return valve

DRAWINGS  WD-4S, PPE 13

We reserve the right to make changes to the technical data.
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WD-8, PPE 

TECHNICAL DATA WD-8

Wash pump (kW) 1.5

Booster heater (kW) 9/12*

Tank heater (kW) 1.8

Tank volume (litres) 50

Weight, machine in operation (kg) 170

Enclosure class (IP) 45

* 12 kW booster heater is optional.

CAPACITY AND OPERATING DATA WD-8

3 programmes total washing time max 25 min, incl. 2 intermediate rinses and 1 final rinse 25 **

Water consumption rinsing/programme (litres) 22.5 ***

Energy consumption (% of connected power) 70-90%

Sound level (dB(A))* 62/60

*  Measured 1 metre from the side of the machine.
**  Factory setting. The washing time can be adjusted.
***  Applies under ideal conditions. The water consumption depends on local conditions. An exact adjustment is made during installation.

CONNECTION, MACHINE WD-8

Total connected power (kW) 10.1/13.1*

Main fuse 400V 3N~ (A) ** 16/25*

Max. connection area 400-415V 3N~ (L1-L3,N,PE) Cu (mm2) *** 2.5

*  With 12 kW booster heater (optional).
** Other voltage on request.
***  Cable 3 m H07RN-F is included.

WATER, DRAIN AND VENTILATION CONNECTIONS WD-8

Water quality, hardness (°dH) 2 - 7

Water connection 45-55°C (external thread)* R ½”

Drain connection, PP pipe (ø mm.) 50

Water capacity, min/max pressure (kPa) 180

Water capacity, flow (litres/min) 18

Water capacity hood lift, pressure (kPa) 300

Floor drain, capacity (litres/sec) 3

Heat load to the room (total, sensible, latent) (kW) 2.3/1.7/0.6

SIZE AND WEIGHT FOR TRANSPORTATION WD-8

Size, LxWxH (mm.) * 765x805x1650

Weight (kg) * 125

* Packaging included
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TECHNICAL DATA WD-8

Wash pump (kW) 1.5

Booster heater (kW) 9/12*

Tank heater (kW) 1.8

Tank volume (litres) 50

Weight, machine in operation (kg) 170

Enclosure class (IP) 45

* 12 kW booster heater is optional.

CAPACITY AND OPERATING DATA WD-8

3 programmes total washing time max 25 min, incl. 2 intermediate rinses and 1 final rinse 25 **

Water consumption rinsing/programme (litres) 22.5 ***

Energy consumption (% of connected power) 70-90%

Sound level (dB(A))* 62/60

*  Measured 1 metre from the side of the machine.
**  Factory setting. The washing time can be adjusted.
***  Applies under ideal conditions. The water consumption depends on local conditions. An exact adjustment is made during installation.

CONNECTION, MACHINE WD-8

Total connected power (kW) 10.1/13.1*

Main fuse 400V 3N~ (A) ** 16/25*

Max. connection area 400-415V 3N~ (L1-L3,N,PE) Cu (mm2) *** 2.5

*  With 12 kW booster heater (optional).
** Other voltage on request.
***  Cable 3 m H07RN-F is included.

1. Electrical connection

2.  Water connection R ½”

3.  Drain connection Ø. 50 3 l/sec

4.  Plugged hole for detergent hose

5.  Bleeding screw lifting cylinder  
 (on machines with automatic hoods)

6.  Water outlet for detergent

7.  Alternative water connection from below

We reserve the right to make changes to the technical data.
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WD-12, PPE 

TECHNICAL DATA WD-12

Washing pump (kW) 2x2.35

Booster heater (kW) 12

Booster heater (machine with cold water connection) (kW)* 12+9

Booster heater (condensing unit) kW* 15

Tank heater (kW) 9

Booster pump (kW) 0.67

Drain pump (kW)* 0.17

Tank volume (liter) 120

Weight, machine in operation (kg) 480

Enclosure class (IP) 55

* Option

CAPACITY AND OPERATING DATA WD-12

3 washing programmes, total washing time up to 25 min (min) * 25

Water consumption rinsing/programme (liter) ** 18 - 24

Noise level (dB(A))*** 67

*  Factory setting. The washing time can be adjusted.
**  Applies under ideal conditions. The water consumption depends on local conditions. Fine adjustments
 can be made during installation.
*** Measured 1 metre from the side of the machine.

CONNECTION, MACHINE WD-12

Total connected power (kW) 16.7/25.7

Main fuse 400-415V 3N~ (A) * 35/50

Max. connection area 400-415V 3N~ (L1-L3,N,PE) Cu (mm2) ** 16

* Other voltage on request.
** Cable 3 m H07RN-F is included.

WATER, DRAIN AND VENTILATION CONNECTIONS WD-12

Water quality, hardness (°dH) 2 - 7

Water connection 45-55°C (external thread) R ½”

Drain connection, PP pipe (ø mm.) 50

Water capacity, pressure (kPa) 20

Water capacity, flow (litres/min) 5

Condensation water (internal thread) R ½”

Floor drain, capacity (litres/sec) 3

Heat load to the room (total, sensible, latent) (kW) 4.9/3.6/1.3

SIZE AND WEIGHT FOR TRANSPORTATION WD-12

Size, LxWxH (mm.)* 1240x870x2000

Weight (kg)* 355

* Packaging included



DRAWINGS WD-12, PPE 17

We reserve the right to make changes to the technical data.

Dimensional drawings

1. Electrical connection
2. Water connection external thread R½" 10 l/min 0.2 Bar
3. Drain Ø50 3l/sek
4. Plugged hole for detergent connection
5. Air bleeding screw lift cylinder
6. Steam connection steam heated machine 
7. Condensate water connection steam heated machine 
8. Alternative electrical connection

The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the technical data. 

1. Electrical connection

2. Cold water connection external thread R½” 10 l/min 0.2 Bar

3. Drain Ø50 3l/sek

4. Plugged hole for detergent connection

5. Air bleeding screw lift cylinder

6. Alternative electrical connection

7. Exhaust condensing unit
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WD-100, PPE 

TECHNICAL DATA WD-100GR

Granule pump (kW) 2x2.2

Rinse pump (kW) 2.2

Motor for the round table (kW) 0.37

Door drive motors (kW) 2x0.09

Booster heater (kW) 9

Heater tank (kW) 12

Condensing fan (kW) 0.12

Condensing fan, capacity (m³/h) 300

Heat recovery unit, cooling area (m2) 11

Tank volume (litres) 145

Weight, machine in operation (kg) 685

Granule volume (litres) 10

Degree of protection (IP) IP55

CAPACITY AND OPERATION DATA WD-100GR

6 programmes, adjustable up to 20 minutes. (min) *  2 - 20

Energy consumption (% of connected power) 70-90%

Max. surface temp. at room temp. 20ºC (ºC) 35

* Factory settings, adjustable

CONNECTION, ELECTRICALLY HEATED MACHINE WD-100GR

Total connected power (kW) 21

Main fuse 400 V, 3N~ (A)* 35

Max.conn.area 400 V, 3N~, (L1-L3,N,PE) Cu (mm2) 35

CONNECTION WATER, DRAIN AND VENTILATION WD-100GR

Water quality, hardness (°dH) 2 - 7

Cold water connection 5-12ºC (internal thread) R½”

Hot water connection 45 - 55ºC (internal thread) R½”

Drain connection, PP pipe (ø mm) 50

Water capacity cold water, pressure (kPa) 200

Water capacity cold water, flow (litres/min) 18

Water capacity hot water, min/max pressure (kPa) 100/600

Floor drain, capacity (litres/sec) 3

Ventilation of the machine (m³/h) 900

SIZE AND WEIGHT FOR TRANSPORTATION WD-100GR

Size * LxWxH (mm) 1220x1320x2300

Weight * (kg) 555

* Packaging included
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We reserve the right to make changes to the technical data.

CAPACITY AND OPERATION DATA WD-100GR

6 programmes, adjustable up to 20 minutes. (min) *  2 - 20

Energy consumption (% of connected power) 70-90%

Max. surface temp. at room temp. 20ºC (ºC) 35

* Factory settings, adjustable

1. Cold water connection 5-12oC, 250-500 kPa, R 3/4” internal thread
2.  Hot water connection 55-70oC, 250-500 kPa, R 3/4” internal thread
3.  Electrical connection, electrical heated 400 V, 3N, 21 kW, 35 A 
 steam heated 400 V, 3N, 4,8 kW, 16 A
4.  Steam connection 50-250 kPa R1” internal thread, 30 kg/h 
 (steam-heated machine)
5.  Condensate water connection 90-95”, R1/2” internal thread 
 (steam-heated machine)
6.  Drain connection 50 mm
7.  Connection for detergent hose
8.  General ventilation requirements 900 m3/h *10 sec at the beginning of  
 the wash cycle and 50 sec starting 10 sec after the final rinse starts.



an Ali Group company

The Spirit of Excellence

Wexiödisk AB, Mårdvägen 4, SE-352 45 Växjö, SWEDEN

Tel +46 470 77 12 00, fax +46 470 237 52, e-mail wexiodisk@wexiodisk.com

www.wexiodisk.com
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